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INTRODUCING CLIMATE
AUSTRALIA’S NEW LOOK!
Purchase 2 or more heaters and receive a one-off
free freight offer to capital cities.
Our LPG Flame Heaters will reduce your gas bill by
more than 50%.

Our portable outdoor gas heater and lantern is now the world’s leading
heater and is simply the best in heating, style, ambience, atmosphere and
appearance. Designed and manufactured for the hospitality industry to create
a magical setting, the FireStick will add that extra ambience to any space.
It’s dancing flame provides a mystifying fascination.
The FireStick can be used all year round; as a heater in winter and a lantern in
summer. The unit provides superior heat coverage, efficiently heating areas
up to 25sqm, and has three levels of flame height and heat.
The FireStick comes fully assembled with wheels. There is also a full range of
accessories available.

The new smaller FireFountain packs a mighty punch and is sensational for
hospitality or any home. Specially constructed at only 2m high for use with
lower clearance ceilings. The FireFountain creates a fantastic ambience with
three separate heat and flame settings and is available in 11 fantastic finishes.
The FireFountain comes fully assembled with wheels.

The great new smart retro look is a working feature for any hospitality venue
or home looking for a change. The FireLamp looks stunning at night creating a
mesmerising effect with its flickering flame and is also realistically priced to
suit all budgets.
The FireLamp has three heat and flame settings and comes partially
assembled with wheels.

NSW Department of Fair Trading declares FireStick
and FireFountain SAFE FOR USE and exempt from
the new ban in effect for area heaters.
Unit 3/8 Aquatic Drive, Frenchs Forest Sydney NSW 2086 | PO Box 1130 Manly NSW 2095
Phone 02 9977 3474 | M 0414 48 5555 | Fax 02 9977 7882 | climateaustralia@bigpond.com

www.climateaustralia.com.au
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EDITOR’S RANT
Now that the calendar has slipped beyond Easter and Anzac Day it
can be safely said the summer party season has finally drawn to a
close, and we enter the cooler months. Even if the weather hasn’t
quite gotten the message yet.
The summer of 2015/16 came at the end of the hottest year on
record, and another record-breaker for the pub and hospitality
industry. Even in the wake of diminishing national alcohol sales and
a legion of do-gooders and dogma-clutching nay-sayers, it is clear
the evolution of hospitality is returning to a place where the general
population see socialising in a public house as a good and natural
thing to do.
The unexpected benefit that might be taken from the influx of those
that want Australians to stay at home wrapped in cotton wool
could be that many more people perceive – justifiably or not – that
entertainment precincts are safer than they used to be. Statistics
show violence in and around venues has decreased steadily since a
peak in the 90s, but facts often bear little relevance to perceptions.
While winter may not be so steeped with flocks of young people
rollicking around every other night, it does present alternative
opportunities for attracting crowds. Hearty meals and cosy fires or
flaming heaters can be very appealing to the working Joe getting
home after dark to a frosty house.
It is, of course, the season for gathering in inclement weather to
celebrate a group pursuit – cheering on one’s footy code of choice.
Even as social trends and technology continue to shape how and
when people enjoy their sporting entertainment, the Australian love
of sports in general charges on without change.
Attracting such crowds can be an investment, in both time and
infrastructure. But a holistic view on public sociability does suggest
the combination of the foodie revolution, the quality over quantity
drinking philosophy, and the omnipresent nature of personal tech
devices adds up to a sustainable community culture based on both
community and culture.
All that remains to board the train to pub utopia is to rescue precincts
still – and yet to become – entombed under preposterous punitive
trade restrictions and curfews. Death to lockouts.
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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
PUB MANAGER SEEKS
JUSTICE AFTER SLAP ON
WRIST FOR BRUTAL ASSAULT

Industry and the community are rallying behind a revised
sentence for the man who bashed the manager of the Oatley
Hotel last Christmas and got a 12-month good behaviour
bond.
In the afternoon of 18 December last year security escorted
a man and his brother from the Oatley after one of them was
“nearing intoxication”. Outside, bar manager Trent Marsden
offered to arrange a taxi, which they accepted.
CCTV footage shows the brother of the evicted man, Haze
Aupouri, suddenly lunge at Marsden, striking him in the face.
Marsden falls backward against a barricade and onto the
ground, where Aupouri delivers another eight blows. He had
had no contact with the men prior to their coming outside.
The two men run off before security emerges from the hotel,
but were arrested a short time later by police.
Marsden had two front teeth knocked out, and suffered nerve
damage to the face and severe concussion. He was taken to
hospital for treatment and has only recently returned to work
at the bar and as a fire-fighter.
In late March Aupouri represented himself to a Sydney court,
where he pleaded guilty to assault occasioning actual bodily
harm.
Controversially, magistrate Clare Farnan did not view the
provocative CCTV footage and applied merely a 12-month
good behaviour bond to Aupouri for the brutal and completely
unprovoked attack.
NSW Police has lodged an appeal against the sentence, and
Marsden has appeared on media including Nine’s Today Show
suggesting justice was not reflected in the punishment.

THE FOX HOTEL HEADLINES
SOUTHBANK FOODIE
REVOLUTION

After years of preparation, The Fox Hotel and Aria Property are
hosting the inaugural Fish Lane Festival in May to showcase
the stars of Brisbane’s hottest new ‘laneway’ dining precinct.
The Fox underwent an extensive renovation in 2014,
repositioning itself from ‘party pub’ to community hub, with
a greater focus on the function market and a range of food
offerings.
The hotel is located across from Brisbane’s Convention Centre,
amongst the cluster of food and beverage business in and
around Fish Lane, which runs between Merivale and Grey
Streets in Brisbane’s Southbank.
The area sees thousands of visitors each day, with local
attractions also including South Bank Parklands, the Museum &
Science Centre, QPAC, and GOMA (Gallery Of Modern Art).
The Fox has worked in cooperation with ARIA Property Group
to develop a name and reputation for the ‘Fish Lane Precinct’
that has seen upgrades and diversification to cater to the
available market.
“The Fish Lane project has created a new dining precinct for
South Brisbane and the festival initiative aims to promote the
hospitality businesses within the precinct,” The Fox general
manager, Rohan Topley, told PubTIC.

“The Fish Lane festival continues our desire to position The
Fox Hotel as a community hub. The Fox is the licensee for the
event, and joint major sponsor with ARIA property.”
ARIA Property Group is an award-winning developer that
creates large-scale commercial and residential projects to
capitalise on dynamic market needs. The company explained
that the Fish Lane concept will address Brisbane’s steady
evolution along the path of other capitals.
“The Brisbane consumer has long desired the laneway dining
experience offered in Melbourne and Sydney … Fish Lane is
the perfect response,” explained ARIA’s Michael Zaicek.

OLGR FLOODED WITH
PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS ON
LOCKOUT REVIEW

The New South Wales Office of Liquor, Gaming & Racing
reported a massive response to requests for input on Sydney’s
controversial lockout laws and State bottleshop closure.
The Callinan Review, fronted by the Hon. Ian Callinan AC QC,
is mandated to assess for the State Government all benefits
and downsides of the 1:30am lockout, 3am closure and 10pm
bottleshop closure laws.
The Review officially opened for feedback on the topics on
5 March, and reported having received 1,856 submissions by
period close at midnight on 4 April.
OLGR (Office of Liquor, Gaming & Racing) states all will
be considered, including the more than 570 emails and
other forms of correspondence received prior to the official
submission period.
“Public input is a key part of the review process. Copies of
submissions will be posted on the independent review’s
website at www.liquorlawreview.justice.nsw.gov.au from 18
April.”
The liquor administrator reports of the submissions that the
“vast majority [relate] to the 1.30am lockout and 3am cease
alcohol service restriction”.
It follows widespread condemnation by increasing numbers
of community sectors, with a survey by The Socialites
showing nearly 70 per cent of Sydneysiders want no lockout
restrictions.
The scheduled Review by Callinan will consult with
government, industry and community stakeholders,
considering broad statistical data relating to alcohol-related
violence and anti-social behaviour. Callinan is expected to
provide his report to the NSW Government in August, 2016.
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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
MELBOURNE PUB FREEHOLDS
SETTING NEW RECORDS

at 1:18 am Sunday 17 April. He was taken to hospital in critical
condition.
Tragically, on Monday night the Cronin family made the
harrowing decision to turn off his life support, due to no
prospect of recovery.
Victorian Police released an image of a man believed to
have been involved. 33-year-old Andrew William Lee later
presented himself to police headquarters. He was remanded
and charged with murder.

As the hotel sector continues to shine amongst investment
options, Melbourne CBD commercial real estate is seeing
unprecedented yields on strategic properties.
Luxury car dealer Bobby Zagame divested another A-grade
freehold at a bustling auction. Brighton‘s Marine Hotel holds
50 gaming machines, and fetched $13 million at a sharp yield.
“No gaming investment has ever sold for anything like
a 3.8 per cent return,” said agent Steve Cropley. Cropley
Commercial’s John Bahen told PubTIC the unnamed buyer
was a well-known Melbourne hotelier that operates one pub
and leases several others.
In the Melbourne CBD, two more freeholds transacted on even
sharper returns.
The historic 1850s Metropolitan Hotel was snatched at auction
by “a local investor” for a cool $8.61 million, representing an
extremely tight 2.38 per cent yield – reportedly the “strongest
ever received for a Melbourne CBD pub”. The lease expires in
2020, and the block has little potential for redevelopment.
It was the Hotel’s first time to market in more than two
decades, and 200 onlookers watched nine bidders – including
several owners of multiple CBD sites – push up the price.

The Windy Mile pub is in the outer Melbourne suburb of
Diamond Creek, and has only been in operation since 2014.
It remained closed on Sunday and Monday while police
investigated, with crime scene tape cordoning off parts of the
area.
Cronin was at the hotel celebrating his first rugby match
earlier that day playing for Lower Plenty Football Club, and the
first playing with his older brother, Lucas.

DATA SHOWS AVERAGE
ASSAULTS AT THE STAR
DOUBLED AFTER LOCKOUT

The Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) has
painted a somewhat rosy picture of the role of The Star in
alcohol-related violence in Sydney.
Today releasing data from the beginning of 2009 until
December 2015, the figures on recorded assaults present a
fairly clear before and after picture, despite covering less than
two years since the lockout period began in March 2014.
The Justice department’s BOCSAR mitigated its findings by
noting a “very small” increase in the monthly rate of assault in
and around The Star “compared with the reduction in assaults
found in the Kings Cross and CBD entertainment precincts”.

CBRE’s Josh Rutman and Scott Callow marketed the hotel
in conjunction with Killen Thomas’ David Marks. Rutman
reported locals competing “head to head” against several
offshore parties.

The problem with this comparison is that it is based on
specific assault numbers, but the sample of patrons in the CBD
and Kings Cross precincts greatly outnumbers the one Casino
venue, meaning the incident rate numbers will also differ
accordingly.

“Despite the short lease on the property and limited
development potential, buyers have clearly recognised that
these corners are in very short supply and are willing to bid
aggressively when they come up for sale.”

What’s more, businesses and the City of Sydney have noted
massive declines in patron numbers – largely considered the
real cause of any drop in assaults.

Less than half a kilometre away, the Great Western Hotel sold
through Burgess Rawson for $6.5 million at 2.9 per cent yield.
No information was disclosed on the buyer.
Agents say the prices reflect the low cost of debt and
undersupply, and are “eclipsing” even the heady days of 2007.

TEEN KILLED IN VIC PUB
BRAWL

A large brawl in a quiet pub on the outskirts of Melbourne left
an innocent teenager fighting for life in hospital.
The Windy Mile was the scene of a brawl involving up to 30
people, which spilled out of the building, knocking a friend of
Patrick Cronin to the ground. When he tried to help his friend
up, Cronin was struck in the back of the head.
Cronin and friends left the premises and made their way to a
nearby house, where he reported feeling unwell and collapsed
around two hours after the incident. Paramedics were called
8 | April 2016 PubTIC

The Bureau’s initial report at this point a year ago championed
a 32 per cent reduction in assaults in Kings Cross after the first
year of lockouts. Across the same period, Pyrmont saw a 42
per cent increase in assaults, and The Star a whopping 104 per
cent increase.
The research described The Star’s increase as “fairly small”. The
numbers show it to be an average of 2.67 additional assaults,
every month, for a total of 93.71 assaults for a year. During the
same period, Merivale’s ivy dropped from its chart-topping 26
incidents to a more respectable fourteen.

MAJOR FEATURE

Ugly and Hidden

- Feros Group’s amazing new pub
in the south

The increasingly competitive nature of hospitality is steadily
pushing suburban districts of Sydney such as The Shire to
mirror the chic, competitive venues of the spoiled-for-choice
CBD.
But suburban venues, not so confined to top-dollar real
estate, hold often greater capacity for innovation and multifaceted offerings that incorporate more appeal for broader
demographics.
Beyond operating award-winning pubs such as the Terrey
Hills Tavern, Chris Feros is currently in the process of building
brand new ones, both in existing premises and from the
ground up*.

In particular, he has spent three years working toward a triplelevel development of a building adjacent to Caringbah station.
This is not your average build or renovation.
There are no signs. There is no advertising or branding to be
seen anywhere. In an audacious move, the Feros Group has
planned, built and launched a pub – hidden in the back of a
new pizza shop, under the former Caringbah Businessman’s
Club.
Chris Feros took PubTIC for a tour of his incredible new
American sports bar-themed pub: Huxley’s.
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MAJOR FEATURE
University professor and author Peter F. Drucker once said
“Business has only two functions — marketing and innovation”.
While such idealism may be fundamentally true, it can be very
difficult to apply to industries that are very mature or heavily
serviced, such as hospitality. Conversely, where innovation
is the norm, as with small bars and restaurants, longevity
typically is not.
Huxley’s is arguably a stand-out exception to the hotel
tradition of ‘safe’ innovation, where fundamentally age-old
concepts are merely tweaked with some nice new additions
and a coat of paint.
Squarely tapping into the increasingly necessary notion of
local relevance and community, the new Feros pizza shop
cloaking the new pub, and the pub itself, draw their names
from prominent Shire landholder of the 1800s, Tom Huxley.
Reportedly, the Aboriginal locals struggled to pronounce his
surname and referred to him as Tom Ugly. The Tom Ugly
Bridge stands testament to this fact.
Now, in 2016, Ugly Pizza sells delicious hand-rolled pizzas
to a gourmet-hungry populace, whilst quietly housing the
entrance to the main event, a nondescript freezer door that is

sports bar in the ‘TriBeCa’ district in New York City, called

the entrance to Huxley’s.

Warren 77. At the behest of architects Humphrey & Edwards,
Feros went to Manhattan, and determined the popular bar at

BEHIND THE PUB BEHIND
THE DOOR

number 77 Warren Street perfectly suited the concept he had

Reminiscent of a smoke-filled speakeasy, the warm,

freezer door, guests are greeted with generous chesterfield

comfortable interior is modelled closely on a classic American

sofa-style booths, sports memorabilia and lighting that
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in mind for his new Caringbah pub.
Once past the dark timber panelling behind the serendipitous
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Setting the
industry standard!

Still paying the OLGR tax?
Replace your venue and security paper-based incident registers with
a digital and mobile solution - that gives back more than it receives.

Real-time
Compliance

Increased
Accuracy

Increased
Visibility

Increased
Control

Valuable
Information

Peace of
Mind

Times are changing

FROM
THIS

TO
THIS

Do you manage licensed venue risk/compliance?
Do you fill out, review, approve paper-based
incident registers?
Do you want to demonstrate proactive
compliance with regulators?
Do you wish the same system could also store
all staff, venue and security documents in
the one safe, but accessible place?
Call AusComply for an obligation free discussion
and quote. Our solution is helping venues and
security firms significantly reduce risk.
Set up is quick and easy!

AusComply – transforming dead
paper-based data into live electronic
data within minutes!

Phone 1300 2 COMPLY
Visit www.auscomply.com.au to find out more
or email sales@auscomply.com.au

MAJOR FEATURE

suggests privacy. A long, carved wooden bar sits in front of

created some mouth-watering interpretations on the classic

a white tiled backbar and several TVs that invite people to

American burger.

assume one of the barfly stools and stay a while.

“It’s stuff that goes well with beer,” offers Davies. “You can pick

“It’s about sitting at the bar and having some wings or one

at it, you can share stuff, you can have a meal on your own; it

of Mitch’s unbelievable burgers,” said Feros. “The food is far

sort of encompasses all aspects of eating.

exceeding our expectations. American sports bar food – on
point.”
Keeping to the model, Huxley’s offers Southern fried chicken,
foot-long hotdogs, ribs smoked on the premises, and a large

“There’s big flavours that you can eat with beer … lots of sauce
and salt.”
Big fitout, big flavours, big concept. So why keep it hidden?

assortment of ‘buffalo’ chicken wings, from mild to super-

“The first day we opened it, my kids were up here and these

spicy. Group executive head chef Mitch Davies has also

customers walked in, and they walked around to the cool

a 30-year-old fan rescued from the Taren Point Hotel marks the entrance
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ONLINE
TRAINING
FOR PUBS

Find out how pubs are training staff
smarter & faster with allara learning
Save TIME & MONEY

ROBUST Reporting

Reduce me away from the
workplace, eliminate the need
for travel and remove the need
for onsite training.

Monitor and track real--me
performance online at anyyme
or get scheduled email reports
delivered to your inbox.

Courses now Available
l RSA Recap
l RCG Recap
l Food Safety & Hygiene

Streamline onboarding

EXPERT TRAINING

Make your organisaaon's
onboarding process more
consistent, eﬃcient and compliant
across dispersed hiring locaaons.

Created by industry experts
- pracccally focused courses that
have real-world impact.

Compliance for pubs

Cloud BASED LMS

RSA and RCG recap courses
speciﬁcally designed for
Australian pubs and bars.

l Work Health & Safety
l Manual Handling
l Harassment & Discriminaaon

It is quick to get up and running
with our cloud based Learning
Management System (LMS).

WWW.Allaralearning.com.au

l Workplace Bullying
l Armed Robbery Awareness

Call 1300 772 724

MAJOR FEATURE
industry and passion for food and opened a food offering that
is definitely not the same as the pub businesses he has come
to know and do so well.
Ugly Pizza has become a big success in its own right,
delivering gourmet pizzas made completely in-house to
tables, and to locals’ doorsteps, making it part of a pub that
not only has a secret entrance, but also delivers pizza.
“How cool is that!” Feros proclaimed during an interview with
PubTIC late last year. Very cool, Chris.
In fact, the pizza business has become so successful that a
second kitchen had to be hastily built on the middle level
of the building to accommodate the delivery demand. The
impressive Ugly Pizza oven covers orders on quieter nights,
but when busy the high-volume upstairs oven cranks up to
cater to the demand for the lovingly made pizzas.

room door and looked … and turned around and walked out
again,” said Feros.
“The kids are like ‘Dad – you’ve got to tell them!’ and I said, no
– they’ve got to go away and tell people they couldn’t find it,
and hear someone that did find it. And there’s your marketing
machine. It goes from there.”
That opening day was now a few months ago, and the man
with the plan reports a recent Monday night Cronulla home
game as an indication that the secret is out.
“Every booth was full, everyone had beer towers. There were
people eating, there were families, there were blokes, the
atmosphere in here was unbelievable.”

SERVING IT UP
In front of Huxley’s is a business that is anything but just
a front for the ‘speakeasy’. Feros has taken his love of the
14 | April 2016 PubTIC

MAJOR FEATURE
Feros says the world of food delivery was a whole new
learning curve for the Group.
“It’s been a challenge for us, getting the pizzas out – just
getting the right pizzas to the right people’s doors, hot and
quality. But we’re on tune now, we’ve learned our mistakes
and corrected them and it’s done really well for us. I reckon
delivery now is at 95 per cent, in-house 100 per cent.”
Despite vending enticing pizzas made of fresh ingredients on
traditional New York two-day cold-proof dough, the place
says “Ugly” out the front. With the context of the back-story it
makes perfect sense, but Feros says he doesn’t rely on that.
“Before I officially agreed to it, I’d be at a dinner party or
something with some friends and ask ‘What do you think
about the name Pizza South?’ They’d go ‘um…’.
“So I’d ask ‘What do you think about the name Ugly Pizza?’

Some people would say ‘that’s unreal’, other people would say
‘that’s ridiculous’, but either way, they were still talking about it
ten minutes later. It makes you remember it.”

ABOVE AND BEYOND
The site of the new businesses in Caringbah is a three level
structure, with the main entrance on Banksia Road and
another on Mackay Street. The latter allows patrons to enter
the old Businessman’s Club space – currently unoccupied and
under discussion – or continue to the upper level.
This third storey will soon be the site of what is likely the
area’s first ‘roofless’ bar, with the existing roof making way for
a retractable set-up and large alfresco area. Only a kilometre
as the crow flies from Woolooware Bay, the top floor boasts
sweeping views of the water and swaths of Sydney, including
the Chatswood skyline, some 20 kilometres north.
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MAJOR FEATURE
The rooftop, which will trade separately to the ground floor
venues, will feature a more restaurant-style dining experience,
with table service plus private dining rooms. There will be
communal high tables, moving to more traditional low tables,
and a big 15 metre long bar.
Borrowing from downstairs, behind the bar will be a pizza chef
at work, on display.
“It’s going to be a big rooftop bar with table service food and a
pizza oven stuck in behind the bar so you’ll actually be able to
see the pizzas being made with the oven,” explained Feros.
“Our philosophy at the moment is that the hero in the room is
the chef, not the DJ anymore.
“It will be a bar, but we’re still going to be true to who we are,
which is Caringbah, so we’re still going to have family food,
drinkers – the whole lot. We’re going to spend the money on
it and do it right.”
This space has been modelled on Cecconi’s West Hollywood
(as opposed to Cecconi’s Istanbul, Miami Beach, Mayfair
London or Berlin). Cecconi’s describe their venues as “elegant,
chic, retro Roman setting with outdoor seating for Venetianstyle Italian cuisine”.

Although the Caringbah business is still a work in progress,
Feros says the multiple offerings are part of a greater plan they
have worked on with local authorities since before purchasing
the property.
“Before we even did the deal on it, we took it to the police
and said ‘Here’s what we’re thinking’ and they told us what
was important to them and what was not, and we built the
business model around those things.”
Working from the outset to please both the community and
authorities, Feros hopes to head off any possible complication
and pave the way for successful businesses through the whole
building.
“Mate, this one is an exciting project for us,” concluded Chris
Feros.

*Feros’ all-new hotel build in Kirrawee is reportedly “a monster”.
Amongst many things, it will boast a massive beer garden with
two pavilions and a large island bar. Keeping with the chef hero
concept, patrons will be able to watch chefs perform on a live
fire grille, with wood and coals and smoke and a significant
amount of theatre.
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TRENDS

Place Your Bets
The daily amelioration of technology has brought a multitude
of benefits, and an array of unforeseen consequences.
Yesterday’s problems of cash theft have been replaced
with convenient cashless banking and the phenomenon of
identity theft. Locating a public phone has been replaced with
personal phones that perform previously unimaginable tasks
and offer users both the best and worst of the digital age.
The plasma and LED home television revolution saw patrons
flock to their couches to pass time watching sport – largely
at the expense of stadiums and hospitality venues, which
had relied on their patronage. Many pubs have sought to
out-size their patrons’ living rooms, offering a sight and
sound experience hard to match at home, atop the alluring
atmosphere of a crowd, found only at a venue.
The Argenton Hotel, on the NSW Central Coast, reports a
massive increase in patronage since it made the decision to
install one of Big Screen Projects’ enormous LED TVs.
“I had to fight with my board of directors – my wife and
daughter – but convinced them we had to try something,”
said owner, Michael Leis. “The Big Screen Projects TV was a
rather substantial investment, but we hope it will be our point
of difference for a while, and keep moving us forward.
“We’ve definitely seen a big improvement since the refurb, and
the TV gets a lot of interest, particularly from people who like
sport. This is normally a rugby league town, but the cricket
went well too.”

18 | April 2016 PubTIC

Another vestige of the era before smart technology is
location-based betting in its traditional forms. Just as crowds
filling racetracks gave way to totalisator betting, online betting
is allowing punters to spice up their experience with almost
any sport, and do it anywhere.

Sports scheduling
Save up to 10 hours every week
Always stay up-to-date
Every channel is covered
Customised for your venue
Get the most from your Foxsports

GIVE YOUR
SPORTSBAR

A KICK START

Game On saves us hours every week. Our staﬀ and
patrons love our new websites’ schedule! If you are
serious about your live sport, Game On is a musthave service. - Jenny Hurley, Hurley Hotel Group

Upgrade Your Website
Update your website’s live sports guide
Designed to match your brand
Full search functionality
No admin required
Schedule can be manually adjusted
Simple to install, Dynamically updated

GET GAME ON IN YOUR VENUE
ENQUIRE HERE
or CALL US ON 1300 00 5483
From the second we started using Game On, we
were saving 5 hours a week – Our staﬀ and patrons
love our embedded schedule. – Coralie Pierce,
Odin Tavern WA

Mention PubTIC and receive special
PubTIC readers pricing

TRENDS
The ‘smart’ phone has put a computer and internet
connection into the pockets of a lot of Australians.
International comparisons suggest Aussies are one of the
fastest adopters of the portable powerhouses. Not confined
to merely calls or even a decent link to the World Wide
Web, modern phones and Apps can turn a simple handheld
device into a tool for almost anything.
It is in this context that we are seeing the exponential rise of
sports betting agencies – spending big marketing budgets to
tap into the lifestyle choices and smartphones of everyday
Australians.
Recent research by Deakin University suggests these
companies are ‘normalising’ online wagering through highly
targeted and sophisticated advertising. They understand
the psychographics of their target markets and incorporate
elements to which punters can relate, such as imagery of
good times and mateship.
“It’s being depicted in advertising as though it’s part of Aussie
culture – this idea that if you’re a true Aussie bloke, you go
to the pub, you hang with your mates, you watch your sport
and now you also gamble on sport as well.”

Figures by Standard Media Index cite that in January and
February of this year the wagering industry spent over
$27 million on advertising to its current and potential
consumers.
While it is a matter of debate as to whether wagering
companies are attempting to drive a market, or merely
responding to a market’s desires, the tone nevertheless
suggests a return to social cohabitation and community that
is surely an improvement on the couch.
The Australian Wagering Council (AWC) represents the
sports-betting industry, and supports appropriate regulation;
the Turnbull government is currently hinting at the
tightening of regulations on overseas bookmakers.
An AWC spokesperson said ads seen in Australia promoting
sports betting informed consumers of licensed Australianbased providers, allowing participation in betting that is
“highly controlled and consumer-protected”.
One thing that is beyond debate is that digital devices will
only get smarter, and mobile wagering is here to stay.

Argenton Hotel
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OVER HILL, OVER DALE, OVERLAND
– THE HOTEL KEMPSEY
Oh, there’s a trade you all know well, it’s bringing cattle over
I’ll tell you all about the time that I became a drover
I wanted stock for Queensland, to Kempsey I did wander
And bought a mob of duffers there and began as an overlander
Intrepid traveller Greg Smith drove into Kempsey
in search of the overlander, but found more and
less at the Hotel Kempsey.
Words and images by Greg Smith
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Original stables, behind the Hotel

Being a bush romantic in love with the Aussie outback, ‘the

structure was in turn the Post Office and more recently a

Overlanders’ finally led me to wander to Kempsey in search of

barber shop; the red and white pole is still there. Well, that’s

some dinkum Aussie droving history.

what a couple of hundred years of progress will do.

But alas, it’s all been concreted over. The only real connection

Driving north into Kempsey from the highway, the first major

I saw to that old trade was the original stable in the backyard

building you’ll see is the Slim Dusty Centre – a corrugated iron

of the pub, which is now surrounded by a concrete parking

shrine that has become a pilgrimage for the many Slim fans

area. After it became redundant as a stable, the original

across the country.
There were no great mobs of cattle to greet me, and no dusty
campsites full of ringers and bullocks waiting to get on the
track.
But at the Hotel Kempsey – please don’t call it the Kempsey
Hotel, they insist … why, I’m not sure – I discovered a history
different to that which I had expected. In fact, the earliest
commerce in the area was timber cutting. Australian Red
Cedar was a most desirable of wood products in the early
1820s, in fact it became known as ‘Red Gold’. A favoured
timber for building, furniture, wall panelling and ship building,
because it was so easy to work.
The timber industry was to become the most important
industry in the district for over a century, supported by a large
export trade to the UK and USA, where the Australian Red
Cedar was sold as Indian Mahogany.
But it all finally died the 1960s, when the Red Gold trees were
felled to economic extinction. The photos in The Kempsey of
timber cutters about to chop into some of the largest trees
you’re ever likely to encounter are amazing, and the collection
of axes, adzes and saws is fascinating.
In the end I did finally find a token to the cattle industry, when
I wandered into the alleyway entrance to the Hotel’s bottle
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shop: a bale of hay and a saddle in the window. But I actually
think it was promoting a Slim Dusty festival.
I would be remiss not to make mention of the pub’s wonderful
‘ANZAC Room’. Special dispensation was given by the
Returned Serviceman’s League (RSL) to use the name for this
meeting room, which contains a fascinating and painstakingly
gathered collection of photographs, original newspaper front
pages, posters and citations commemorating the original
ANZACs.
Whilst not open for general use, the room is available to the
public and is proudly shown by the management to any who
might wish to see it.
So off I drove from the historic overlander locale and Hotel
Kempsey, with not a cow in sight.
But I left singing.
“So pass the bottle ‘round boys, let’s not leave it stand there.
“For tonight we drink the health, of every Overlander.”
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